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What comes to your mind when we say 

change.

What is the typical reaction to change?

Why do we need to change?



Need for Transformation in Government.. 

Growing citizen and market expectations…

VICIOUS CIRCLE

High costs and poor citizen 

outcomes

VIRTUOUS CIRCLE

Lower costs and improved citizen 

outcomes



CHANGE MANAGEMENT
CHANGE IS A PROCESS ….

Where  are you today

Where you want to be

Time



Restructuring

Re engineering

Mergers and acquisition

Strategy change

Cultural change



ENABLERS 
OF E-GOVERNMENT

 4%   Technology

 4%   Business Process Reengineering

 92%  People Management

Technology

ProcessPeople



INDIVIDUAL ISSUES FOR CHANGE

No clear understanding of the scope of the 
project

Fear of the unknown 

Reluctance to make the effort involved 

Upsetting a well established routine 

Fear of failure 

Lack of confidence in the change implementers 

Lack of proper communication

Fear of worse consequences after the change



INDIVIDUAL ISSUES FOR CHANGE

I don’t see the reason to change so much?

They don’t know what they’re doing.

We’ll never be able to pull this off.

Are these people serious or is it a part of some more 
complicated process I don’t understand?

Are they just trying to force us to accept?

What will happen to me? WIIFM syndrome…

What Is In For Me???







There are three key levers of Change in Government reforms and initiatives  

People
• Change in attitude and behaviours to accept the 

change, New skills sets required to assimilate the 
new ways of working, a more flexible approach to 
working patterns and practices. 

Process

• Change in structure and processes to adopt to the 
new ways of working, business process design.

Technology

• Application of Information and Communication 
Technologies to improve the service delivery to 
citizens, business and Government employees. 

People and Organisational Change



 Change Management involves aligning the trinity of People, Process and 
Technology to strategy.

Strategy

People

Process

Technology

Research shows that ‘Nine out of ten significant barriers to achieving successful change are people related’

People and Organisational Change

Competition

Externalities



 Implications of Change Management in e-Governance 
Projects

People and Organisational Change



• Lack of Participation 

• Ineffective Communication

• Lack of ownership

• Limited endorsement/ 

support

• Poor planning & Control

• Lack of involvement

• Lack of Readiness

• Lack of understanding

• Lack of strategic alignment

• Fear of Job loss/Change

• Inadequate Skill 

development/  

• Training / Lack of 

resources

• Unclear Roles and 

Responsibilities

••  Lack of user buy-in

•Weak / inadequate 

processes

•Poor process alignment

•Faulty data

• Faulty data

• Integration Issues

• Configuration Issues

• Over complex technology

Leadership 42%

Organizational & 

Cultural Issues 27%

User Issues 23%

People

Process

Technology

Process Issues 4%

Technology 

Issues
4%



 People related challenges in Change Management 
relate to three important aspects:

• Mindset (Culture)

• Communication and Awareness (Internal and 
External stakeholders)

• Skill-sets  (Human capital development and life-long 
learning)

75% of all organizational change programs fail, largely because employees feel left out 

of the process and end up lacking the motivation, skills and knowledge to adopt new 

systems and procedures.

Communication Skill sets

Mindset

People 

related 

challenges



• Make sure all stakeholders are identified, relationships are 
managed; stakeholders get information about progress, 
programme needs, and benefits tracking, their feedback 
is received and incorporated in the programme

Stakeholder 
Management

• Provide planned communication throughout the 
organization and execute this along effective means and 
channels. Make sure that communication reaches the 
target audience in time and provides just enough 
information for that audience so that they are informed on 
and excited about the change and effectively implement 
it

Communication

• Provide training materials, trainers and logistics; ensure 
the target audiences are trained in the new  ways of 
working (including data, processes, systems/tools and 
governance) just in time and just enough

Training



One of the cornerstone models for understanding organizational 
change was developed by Kurt Lewin back in the 1950s. 

 Unfreezing: a person becomes ready to learn or acquire a new 
behavior, perhaps by recognizing the ineffectiveness of a current 
behavior or by learning about the benefits that would accrue if the 
new behavior were implemented.

 Changing: a trial period during which the person familiarizes him 
or herself with the new behavior.

 Refreezing: new behavior becomes habitual or ingrained with the 
individual.

Understanding the Three Stages of Change

LEWIN’s  CHANGE MODEL



Kotter's eight step change model:

JOHN P KOTTER'S EIGHT STEPS 
TO SUCCESSFUL CHANGE



Complacency

Denial

Finger

PointingE
m
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ti
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Time

Outburst

Depression

Curiosity

Identification

Excitement

Different emotions that people go through during times of ‘Change’



Collaborative

Consultative

Directive

Coercive

Fine Tuning TransformationalIncremental

Degree of change

Style

Supportive

workforce

Resistant

workforce

Style vs. Degree



• Collaborative - The target population are engaged in the change process, 
typically through cascading workshops or meetings. They will be kept up to 
date on the issues. Their views will be actively sought and acted upon. 
Feedback will demonstrate how their input has been acted upon. 

• Consultative - The target population is informed about the changes and their 
views are sought. 

• Directive - The workforce is informed about the changes and why those 
changes are important. 

• Coercive - The workforce is told that they must obey the new instructions. 



Capability and Skill Building

Phase I: Establishing Foundation 

for Change
Phase II: Managing Change Phase III: Sustaining Change

Assess the environment, scale 

and scope for change

Define the Change 

Management Plan

Identify Key Stakeholders

Change Readiness Assessment 

– Need & Impact

Identify the enablers and 

disablers to change

Development and Implementation of Communication Strategy

Define performance metrics 

Documentation, Monitoring and 

Evaluation

Corrective Action Plans

Stakeholder Assessment & 

Engagement Plan

Build the Change Management 

Team

Conduct Training Needs 

Analysis

Develop Training Plan



 Top 10 barriers Top 10 success factors

Competing resources 48%

Functional boundaries 44%

Change skills

43%

Middle management 38%

Long IT lead times 35%

Communication 35%

Employee opposition 33%

HR (people/training) issues 33%

Initiative fatigue 32%

Unrealistic timetables 31%

Line manager sponsorship 82%

Treating people fairly 82%

Involving employees 75%

Giving quality communications 70%

Providing sufficient training

68%

Using clear performance measures 65%

Building teams after change 62%

Focusing on culture/skill changes 62%

Rewarding success 60%

Using internal champions 60%

The mentioned survey findings indicate that most of the barriers as well as success factors relate to 

PEOPLE, hence the need to manage them



1. Inadequate resources

2. Poorly communicated strategy

3. Unclear definition of actions required to execute

4. Unclear accountabilities for execution

5. Organisational silos and culture blocking execution

6. Inadequate performance monitoring

7. Inadequate consequences or rewards for failure or success

8. Poor senior leadership

9. Uncommitted leadership

10. Unapproved strategy

People and Organisational Change



Success Stories in Govt.



Citizen Centric services

Congenial environment

Transparency

Speeding delivery



In 2007 INDIA was the 12th largest economy in the 
world in nominal terms. Today it’s the 6th largest

Emerging as one of the largest Economies

Gaining diplomatic clout

Emergence of the modern Indian  Multinationals

Consider this: The fastest growing FMCG company 
in the country today is Patanjali

Our people head the best of the companies in the 
world 

India Today



Mail ID- aksri69@gmail.com

Mobile:   8790724887
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